Monday

1. On April 2 Grandma Avery will celebrate her hundredth birthday.
2. I studied an interesting article, “Kayaking in Alaska,” in the *National Geographic World* magazine.
3. Grew
4. Canada is a large country located north of the continental United States.
5. Abandon

Tuesday

1. doesn’t
2. The old, tired dog wants to lie down by the warm fire.
3. Are we supposed to read “Across the Plains” or “Mountain Trek” in our history books tonight?
4. You would
5. Sally was **fourth** in line as the dancers paraded back and forth across the stage.

**Wednesday**

1. The scariest story in *Horrifying Bedtime Stories* was “Sounds in the Night” by T.S. Jones.

2. The farmer let **them** ride his horse.

3. The **graceful** antelope leaped quickly over the rough, rocky roadbed and disappeared into the **thick** bushes beyond.

4. moan, own, phone, stone, flown, grown, tone, alone, blown, known, prone, drone, bone, sewn, cone, groan, shown, mown, throne, loan, zone

5. receive
Thursday
1. myth mystery myself mysterious

2. “Due to the unexpected turbulence, the captain has turned on the Fasten Seatbelt sign.” Airplane

3. Dad sits in a chair to read his newspaper. (+5)

4. Is Miss Brown’s English class going to recite Robert Frost’s poem at the assembly? (+12)

5. Neatly is an adverb.

Friday

1. When the dog chased the cat, the cat ran up the tree.
   The dog chased the cat, and it ran up the tree.
   The dog chased the cat; it ran up the tree.
2. Selene needed to buy a new dress because she was performing in a concert.

   Selene was performing in a concert, so she needed to buy a new dress.
   Selene needed to buy a new dress for the concert she was performing in.

3. The team won the championship game because Tom and Seth hit home runs.

   Because Tom and Seth hit home runs, the team won the championship game.
   Tom and Seth hit home runs to win the championship game.
   Tom and Seth hit home runs and won the championship game.

4. Would you like some lemonade to drink and some cookies to eat?

   Would you like some lemonade to drink or some cookies to eat?

5. I am so hungry, so I could eat a horse.